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QUESTION: 127 

A native Magento EAV entity will use_____________. 


A. A single table with separate columns for each data type (for instance, decimal, text, 
varchar, etc.) 
B. A single table with separate columns for all data types used by the entity 
C. A separate table for each data type (for instance, decimal, text, varchar, etc.) 
D. A separate table for each data type in addition to a flat data table with separate 
columns to store values for each data type used by the entity 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 128 

How can reward points be converted to a discount on checkout?
 

A. One reward point equals one dollar, and is then converted to the websites currency 
using native currency rates. 
B. One reward point equals one unit of the website's currency. 
C. You can specify your own conversion rate in the admin area. 
D. For making a product purchasable in reward points, you can specify a "reward point 
price" for each product. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 129 

What must be done to allow a third-party system to access the Magento API?
 

A. Run a login call with username/password, and use the returned session_id for every 
request. 
B. Get a token previously generated in Magento admin. 
C. Run an authenticate call with username/password; the call will set up a session 
automatically. 
D. Register the remote IP address in the api/allowed_ips/[system name] node. 
E. Use a secure certificate, with public/private keys, and get a private key installed 
inside Magento. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 130 
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A customer bought two items but wants to cancel one. Which option enables the 
administrator of the site to edit the quantity while the invoice is being captured in the 
admin area? 

A. In the System Configuration, under the Sales section, set "Allow partial invoice" to 
"true". 
B. In the payment method, set the $_canCapturePartial protected variable to true. 
C. There are no native ways to do this; override the sales/order/invoice/view/items 
.phtml template. 
D. In the configuration node, set default/payment/ 
{METHOD_NAME}/allow_partial_invoice to 1. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 131 

In admin, a shipment can be created_____________. 


A. Only after the whole order is invoiced 
B. Only after at least one item is invoiced  
C. Even before an invoice is created 
D. Only after tracking number(s) are specified 

Answer: C 
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